
Es war die Offenheit dieses Vorgangs, seine grund
siitzliche Unvorhersagbarkeit, die die Ankunft der 
Turkentaube in den Rang eines fur die mitteleuropiii
sche Ornithologie zentralen epistemischen Ereignis
ses erhob. Jeder Schritt der Turkentaube in ein neues 
geographisches Gebiet ging mit Veranderungen im 
Verhalten und in der Okologie der Art einher, von 
denen die Ornithologen sich neue Einsichten ver
sprachen. Die eigentumliche Wissensdynamik ihrer 
Beobachtung verdankte sich dabei nicht zuletzt der 
ungekannten Geschwindigkeit, mit der sich diese 
Veranderungen vollzogen. Fruhere Studien, wie etwa 
die von Ernst Mayr bei Stresemann verfasste Disser
tation (1926) zum Girlitz, hatten sich noch auf die 
Analyse historischer Qyellen gestutzt, urn bereits 
abgeschlossene Verlagerungen in der Tierwelt ruck
blickend nachzuzeichnen. Ihre Ausbreitungsge
schwindigkeit stellte die Turkentaube jedoch in den 
zeitlichen Organisationsrahmen und Erwartungs
horizont einer kollektiven Beobachtungskampagne 
hinein. Ein Naturprozess von groil>em Mal?,stab lief 
hier gleichsam vor den Augen der Ornithologen ab. 

J ens Lachmund 

CJlaeolophus inornatus 
affahilis 

As the location of an animal, or plant, or other living 
thing is fundamental to it and yet a relation rather 
than an intrinsic property, it is central to the project 
of natural history to ascertain the nature of the con
cept of bio-locality. Despite the admirable goal of 
universal understanding, the pursuit of research in 
any branch of natural history cannot proceed if ham
pered by simplistic definitions of its central concepts. 
Therefore, serious enquiry into the meaning of bio-

locality must leave the concept open to a multiplicity 
of senses which can be brought to bear, especially in 
any enquiry into bio-diversity. 1 We may consider as 
an example the locality of a particular bird, an oak 
titmouse (specimen number 38683) housed in the 
Musee de la Zoologie Vertebree (>>MVZ,<< University 
of California, Berkeley). 

Elementary Considerations. Barad2 teaches that 
Niels Bohr thought theoretical concepts were con
crete physical arrangements. On this view, a bio-local
ity must be imagined in concrete circumstances with a 
definite apparatus of measurement in mind. 

The MVZ's founders,Joseph Grinnell and Annie 
Alexander, sought in 1908 to characterize the verte
brate fauna of California so that the »student of the 
future<< would have a record of faunal conditions to 
refer to and compare with contemporary data. Char
acterizing a fauna includes locating its species by 
detecting organisms. Setting California (or the life 
zones included within its political boundaries) as an 
arena of study localizes the investigators' interests 
and scope of work. So localizing species involves 
interaction with investigators. 

Bohr also teaches that properties of matter are 
»enacted<< in measurement and may complement 
one another such that precise measurement of one 
excludes precise measurement of the other - as con
cepts (e. g. position and momentum), being concrete 
physical arrangements, may exclude one another in 
actual experiments. The bio-locality and ecological 
activity of a species are such »conjugate<< quantities. 
Measurement of one excludes the other in an analo
gous way. 

To detect a species at a locality means trapping 
members of the species (and sometimes killing them 

1 Ayelet Shavit and James Griesemer, >>There and Back 
Again, or, The Problem of Locality in Biodiversity 
Surveys,« Philosophy of Science 76/ 3 (2009): 273-294; id., 
»Transforming Objects into Data: How Minute Technicali
ties of Recording >Species Location< Entrench a Basic 
Challenge for Biodiversity,« in: Martin Carrier and 
Alfred Nordmann (eds.), Science in the Context of Application: 

Methodological Change, Conceptual Transformation, Cultural Reo· 

rientation, Dordrecht: Springer, 2010, pp. 169-193. 
2 Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum 
Physics and the Entanglement of Matter and Meaning, Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2007. 
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and transforming them into specimens, other times 
only recording their presence or absence and maybe 
taking a tissue sample), plus recording the >>effort«: 
number of traps, lines, nights, and trap-types, along 
with habitat observations. 

The definiteness of detecting points in a spe
cies' locality at a moment excludes tracking either 
an organism's or its species' ecological activity at that 
time. All we know from that measurement is that the 
specimen-victim was in the trap at the point of detec
tion, not what it or its species was doing, although 
much can be inferred from the context of measure
ments regarding migration, foraging, searching for 
mates, evading predators. Also, since organisms have 
home ranges, chance co-determines which trap in the 
trap line constitutes the >>point« of detection, so the 
>>error extent<< of the organism's locality need not indi
cate any measurement inaccuracy, but rather the gen
uinely biological nature of exactness due to the organ
ism's contribution to measurement- an >>intra-active« 

engagement of organism and investigator within a co
constructed measurement apparatus.3 

Grinnell developed technical methods for the 
standardized recording of >>verbatim« localities, 
described in a secretary's memo for collectors: >>Exact 
locality, that is, name of a topographic feature and 
distance from nearest town; elevation; county; state 
(across middle oflabel).« 4 A label reporting verbatim 
locality was to be tied to the specimen and recorded 
in the collector's field notes, which are also collected 
and stored in the museum. Thus, the dual concept of 
locality in museum measurement refers to the loca
tion of organisms and species in the field and also 
the linked locations of specimens and field notes 
in the museum. So, the epistemic things5 that Grin
nell was investigating- species and speciation - had 
constructed properties made technical by Grinnell's 
development of standardized methods for the field 
note, specimen label, and museum catalog recording. 

3 Barad 2007. 
4 Wythe 1925, cited in Shavit and Griesemer 2010, on : 
p. 174. 

5 Hans-Jiirg Rheinberger, Toward a History of Epistemic 

Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube, Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1997. 

The following thought experiment should display 
this technical quality: (1) look up a specimen in the 
(online) catalog, (2) find the locality information, (3) 
look up the locality on an (online) map linked from 
the Arctos specimen database and assess the feasibil
ity of revisiting the locality, (4) use the results for cur
rent ecological purposes, such as assessing whether 
climate change over the century since Grinnell col
lected has changed species distributions. 

Methods. Navigate to http:/ /mvz.berkeley.edu/ 
Collections.html; from there to the Arctos database 
http:/ I arctos .database. museum/SpecimenS earch. cfm. 
Select Passeriform birds, since Grinnell wrote about 
the English sparrow (Passer domesticus) in 1919; select 
Los Angeles, since that area includes Pasadena where 
Grinnell was a college student at Throop Techni
cal College (later Cal Tech). Hit >>Search« and 1605 
records turn up of specimens Grinnell collected 
from 1895-1906. No Passer domesticus, as suspected, 
since Grinnell's 1919 paper states they reached LA 
in 1907, but note a specimen of Baeolophus inorna
tus affabilis (Oak Titmouse) from >>Eaton Wash, near 
Pasadena.« Click on the specimen ID to go to its 
database record: http:/ /arctos.database.museum/guid/ 
MVZ:Bird:38683. 

Results. The specimen, a study skin, has the 
coordinates >>34.158435" -118.086662" (North 
American Datum 1927), Error: 3.532 mi.« Berkeley
Mapper reveals the specimen's georeferenced local
ity on a Coogle Map at the corner of East Orange 
Grove Boulevard and Canyon Wash Drive, next to 
Vina Vieja Park. Zooming and adding satellite over
lay, the coordinates put the bird's location in the 
middle of a busy four-lane highway, surrounded 
by houses, cars and pavement. The >>error extent« is 
3.532 miles, so zooming out, the bird might have been 
anywhere within a 3.532 mile radius of that CPS
precise point when it was captured, which includes 
much more suitable habitat than the middle of a 
road. Unfortunately, Grinnell's scanned field notes 
(http:/ /bscit.berkeley.edu/ mvz/volumes.html) only go 
back to 1908, so one would have to visit the MVZ to 
locate any earlier field notes. 

Discussion. What should a naturalist do to actu
ally revisit a locality, put out a trap line, and discover 
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whether Baeolophus inornatus affabilis is still present 

at the location Grinnell collected in on April 1, 
1905? Where should he put the trap? (Indeed, how 
did Grinnell catch this bird? Probably he shot it, but 

only the field notes would tell and these would have 
to be read to repeat his methods.) Should one search 
in the middle of the street at the estimated point of 

Grinnell's catch? At some random point within the 
error circle? That could be off as much as 7 miles from 

Grinnell's catch. Perhaps search as close as one can 
get to that middle lane in the road for a patch of habi

tat suited, according to naturalist's judgment, to an 
oak titmouse? Would that be the titmouse of today or 

one from 1905 (perhaps titmouse tastes have evolved 

in the last 100 years)? 
Just what is the locality? Is it the place represented 

by Grinnell's interaction with that particular titmouse 

near Pasadena in 1905? Or the one represented in the 
thought experiment with the Arctos database's web 

interface, preparatory to an actual revisit, guided by 

handheld GPS, relying on an ecological theory and 
a model of >>error extent<< associated with an inferred 
latitude/longitude/elevation point, which did not 

exist in Grinnell's day and may not even conform to 
Grinnell's purposes of comprehensive collection. Ecol

ogy today aims at statistically representative sampling, 
with very different notions of collecting >>effort<< alter

ing the interpretation of measurement procedures. 
Moreover, this error extent is inferred from informa

tion plotted on a map by an undergraduate student 
who gleaned it from reading Grinnell's field notes 

in the museum. To what degree is the error extent a 
judgment of the reader rather than a property of the 

data, or the bird? 
Conclusion. The thought experiment teaches 

that: (1) Grinnell sought to make objective records of 
faunal localities which would >>stand the test of time.<< 

(2) He developed technical standards for recording 
information about locality measurements that the 

>>student of the future<< could use for unimagined 

future purposes. Grinnell's successors seek to fulfill 
Grinnell's vision in their resurveys, starting in 2003 in 

Yosemite National Park. (3) However, time changes 

scientific practices and problems. Now, with new 
technical means (GPS, GIS, ecological modeling), 

the translation of Grinnell's localities into something 

comparable to contemporary measurements multi
plies meanings of >locality< and creates new scientific, 

experimental, and epistemic problems for researchers 

interested in drawing inferences from the compara
tive data. So, not only does science move from epis
temic to technical things, technically successful sci
ence can also »unhinge<< technical things and make 

new epistemic things for histoire naturelle to pursue. 

James Griesemer 

Iridomyrmex humilis 

In Of Ants and Men (1939), the biologist and techno

crat Caryl P. Haskins related how over fifty years or 
so the ant species Pheidole megacephala had entirely 
taken over the island of Madeira from its aborigi

nal ant inhabitants, until, according to Haskins, in 

1852 it was exclusively inhabited by the Pheidole spe
cies. P megacephala is a typical ant of the myrmicine 

group, with strongly differentiated soldier and worker 

castes, probably originally a grain-harvesting species 
that has broadened its diet, which allowed it from 
the mid-19'h century to begin >>a campaign of exploi

tation which has left it racially predominant in the 

tropics throughout the world.<< This exploitation was 
possible thanks to two innovations: in addition to 

seed collection P megacephala had acquired the hab
its of cultivating aphids and other honeydew insects 
and of scavenging in human kitchens and food stores, 

and had broadened its nesting possibilities from earth 

to include human houses and ships. It had probably 
been introduced to Madeira by accidental- from the 

human point of view - transport on a ship, P mega

cephala's usual modern means of migration. 
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